January 18, 2016
Mr. Jim Elsner
Imperial Crane Services, Inc.
9735 Industrial Drive
Bridgeview, IL 60455
Ph: (708) 598-3700

My name is Michael McMahon and I am the senior estimator for Omega Demolition responsible for the heavy
highway division. I have worked with Imperial Crane over the course of my career and wanted to
acknowledge the high standards of performance and professionalism exhibited by Imperial Crane and its
employees over the course of the past five years I have been working for Omega Demolition Corp. When I first
started here 5 years ago, Omega was using several different crane companies for work in the Chicagoland
market and now Imperial is the only company we use on our local projects.
Imperial Crane understands that it takes highly qualified personnel to maintain good relationships and
thereby has an exceptional staff that stays involved and accessible throughout a project. The entire staff is very
professional, safety conscious, and knowledgeable. Jay Mooncotch, your V.P. of sales and marketing has
consistently been committed to the success of our projects from bidding through project completion. Jay,
along with his team ensure we always get competitive pricing and quick turn around on quotes. From
personally meeting onsite to verify crane access, radius, and proper crane size, to being present for critical lifts
day or night someone from Imperial is always available.
The company’s fleet is in perfect working condition, and has been able to accommodate last minute schedule
changes. The right operator seems to be matched with the projects, from picking beams down from a bridge to
removing a water tower; Imperial has the right operator for the job.
It is truly hard to find honest, dedicated, hardworking individuals willing to make sure each and every one of
your projects are completed safely, within budget, and on schedule. Imperial Crane is truly a company that
Omega Demolition will want to continue to work with in the future.
Sincerely Yours,

Mike McMahon
Mike McMahon
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